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Leader

Depending upon the team members' independence, competence, and initiative,
is able to support building successful strategy for the organization, improved
capacity in all staff, and delivery of service to all stakeholders. Balances
involvement in tasks, and business success with awareness of staff and the
work relationships. Able to influence others and use the appropriate leadership
style depending upon the task characteristics, team member abilities and skills,
and the importance of team member autonomous action. Demonstrates
emotional and social intelligence. Shows flexibility in using ideas, people,
tasks, processes, and materials to achieve objectives in less time and/or with
improved quality.
Acts from motives that are grounded in stewardship and a holistic view of the
community and the organization. With clarity and confidence regularly
communicates about present and future challenges for the organization in an
honest and logical fashion. Does not compromise on principles and standards
and builds consensus with transparency and follow-through. Does not put
own ambitions ahead of the organization's objectives.

PRACTICE ACTIVITIES
We recommend that you scan through this list and choose as many
activities to support your skill development that you can honestly
adapt to your situation and commit to try. This may be all, or one.

1. People have strong opinions and assumptions about leadership, which are not
always consistent with the findings generated by theories and researchers.
Explore these intuitive leadership theories by locating two respondents (one
man, one woman) and asking them for a few minutes of their time.
Roommates, friends, attachment figures are perfectly appropriate
interviewees. Ask them the following questions and any others you think are
important to add. Record their answers in writing. Then decide what you
really believe having come through this exercise, and record it and discuss it
with your coach.

Leader

•

Can you name two or three people whom you feel were or are great
leaders?

•

Is leadership an inborn talent or a learned skill?

•

Are leaders powerful people who can impose their will on others?
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•

Do people like to work in groups that have leaders or in groups that are
leaderless?

•

Who makes a better leader, a man or a woman?

•

Have you ever been in a group where the leader failed to carry out his
or her duties properly?

•

Have you ever been in a group led by a skilled leader?

•

If you were appointed the leader of a group – such as a jury or a group
of employees in a place of business – what would be your most
important duties?

2. Great leaders need to be both flexible and resilient. Hold a feedback session
on flexibility and resiliency and request data from subordinates as to when
you have been using a leadership style that focuses too much on task, or too
much on people. Do the same thing with your boss. Compare the data from
the two sessions and make notes on where they are similar or different.
Attempt to identify patterns and where you need to focus in order to bring a
more correct style to key management practices (i.e., if you are generally
seen as more inappropriately task-focused when interacting with groups,
perhaps the key is to look at why this occurs. Are you nervous? Is it because
you feel you will be misunderstood?) Make a list of what you could gain by
using a different style in the same situation.
3. If you use too much relationship behavior, or are seen as spending too much
time talking and not "doing," work on using more task behavior with a group
that is less experienced, and exhibiting poor morale and motivation.
4. If you use too much task behavior, volunteer to lead a team that is highly
competent and practice working on relationships.
5. Seek an appropriate mentor for yourself. Look at all of the leadership
competencies that you want to enhance and see if you can find a mentor in
business, either in your company, or in a different company who is willing to
spend some designated time with you regularly to review what you are doing
and inquire into your use of "best practices." What do true mentors do?
6. One sure sign of effective leadership is the desire to instill leadership traits in
your executive management team. Work on refining your own leadership
skills while mentoring others to do the same. Pick one individual in your
team to mentor and then work out a plan for how to do this well. Focus on
their strengths and potential. Convince them that he or she has greatness
within. Put aside your own agendas to help others express their unique
talents.
7. Keep your eyes open for people who make decisions using a systems
perspective. People who stay tightly within their defined area may provide
technical or conceptual leadership, but they may not do well leading
Leader
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organizations. Having a broad organizational vision is an essential trademark
of leaders.
8. Identify all the characteristics of the behaviors that you believe your
organization needs. Visualize yourself using these behaviors. Practice using
them as frequently as possible. Lead by examples of yourself following these
behaviors.
9. Participate as a member or lead an organizational design or renewal team.
10. Participate as an observer during the "roll-out" training of another business
unit.
11. Visit another business unit or another company well known for displaying
principled leadership. Spend time with a leader from that organization
discussing his or her approach to leadership.
12. Schedule time with your supervisor or another leader in the organization who
is well respected as a "principled leader." Discuss the issues that you are
confronting and how you should deal with these issues.
13. Make agreements with your supervisor on organizational problems that you
will tackle, and schedule a follow-up discussion to critique your efforts.
14. Agree with your peers to read a book or article from the bibliography below,
then schedule time to discuss key learnings from the material.
15. Pass around articles from current periodicals or from the bibliography that
seem particularly relevant, and allow time during your team meeting to
discuss key points.
16. People tend to behave in ways that don't show integrity because they feel it
has operational benefit. They fear losing some advantage, or that it will
affect their ability to compete, so they make "Integrity Shortcuts." Chronicle
when you might be tempted to do a "shortcut" and then list all of the
advantages that taking "Integrity Shortcuts" may protect.

TRAINING PROGRAMS
1. "Leader Immersion Coaching Certification Program," Hartt Consulting
Group, Inc., 513-707-6924. www.harttconsultinggroup.com .
This is a coaching certification for internal or external coaches wanting to support their
clients successfully in effectively onboarding and moving into new leadership roles
successfully.
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2. "Developing Executive Leadership." American Management Association,
1-877-566-9441.
3. Executive Development Leadership Program through the University of
Southern California. www.marshall.usc.edu/execdev
4. Results/Support Seminars. www.theinquiryprocess.com
Offers consulting, coaching, seminars, and classes based on the Inquiry Process of building
collaboration.

5. "Situational Leadership." Hersey Blanchard. Available through many training
companies.
6. "Strategic Leadership Workshop: A New Strategic Approach to Leadership."
Trainer's Spectrum (877) 549-5200. www.tspectrum.com.
7. "Speed of Trust Live Clicks Webinar Series," "The Four Imperatives of
Great Leaders, Live Clicks Webinar Series," "The Speed of Trust
Foundations Live Clicks Webinar Series," Franklin Covey,
www.franklincovey.com,
8. "Leading at the Speed of Trust: Leadership-Development Training
Program,"
Franklin Covey, www.franklincovey.com, 1-888-705-1776.
9. "Leadership at Every Level," www.kantolaproductions.com, 1-800-989-8273
A DVD course with a 31 page Study Guide.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
1. Discuss what it means to be flexible as a leader with friends and colleagues.
2. Take on some different projects that require less ongoing responsibility and
more flexibility. Reverse this and work on just responsibility. Compare your
results.
3. Make certain that you preserve true leisure time and use it for activities that
are very different from what you experience at work. This will actually
increase your energy for leading with more flexibility.
4. Think about the last time you acted as a leader in a group. Describe the
nature of the interaction as the group worked on the task. What was the value
of the experience for you? For the Group? For the task?
5. Attempt to use the style that is not your preference in as many situations as
possible. Practice at home, in one-on-ones, and in small groups first.

Leader
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6. Work to take on different "positions" or roles in community activities, clubs,
or any organization to which you belong outside of work. Compare the
challenges for real "leadership" in each position.
7. Journal about your personal leadership challenges and how you see yourself
meeting these from a leadership standpoint. What's involved? Ethics?
Stamina? Insight? Awareness? More knowledge? Keep track of any patterns
you see.
8. A course, a book, or a new project may serve as an intellectual landmark in
your development. Or, better yet, volunteer to facilitate a leadership
workshop; or volunteer for social projects that involve interfacing with a
number of different groups.

SUGGESTED READING
This bibliography includes classics on this leadership competency, as well as
newer material. We recommend that you scan the list and choose the one or two
books or articles that can really get you started on becoming an authority on this
subject. Even scanning the material should support your strengthening this skill.

1. Arbinger Institute, Leadership and Self-Deception: Getting out of the Box.
Berrett-Koehler, 2010.
2. Badaracco, Joseph L., Jr., Leading Quietly: An Unorthodox Guide to Doing
the Right Thing. Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA, 2002.
This book lends support to the common-sense notion that not all leaders are heroic figures
acting out highly visible dramas. What makes the world work consists less of the larger-thanlife accomplishments of charismatic personalities than the sum of millions of small yet
consequential decisions that people out of the limelight make every day, such as how a line
worker for a pharmaceutical company responds when he discovers a defect in a product's
safety seal, or how a trader handles a transaction error that will cost a client money. Mindful
that most people will want to minimize risk while doing the right thing, Badaracco offers a
set of realistic and pragmatic guidelines for acting responsibly while surviving, drawn from
150 case studies (including some drawn from fiction). In so doing he hopes to correct the
over-emphasis in business schools and executive development programs (like those at the
Harvard Business School, where he teaches) on the "great man" theory of leadership implicit
to most classroom teaching. He offers four rules: "put things off until tomorrow" (to let
things calm down); "pick your battles;" "bend the rules, don't break them;" and "find a
compromise" (avoid seeing situations as polarized tests of ethical principles. Key points of
the book are summarized in "We Don't Need Another Hero" (Harvard Business Review,
September 2001, pp 121-126).

3. Baisley, George, Leadership: Management Skills, Social Skills,
Communication Skills – All the Skills You'll Need (Conversation Skills,
Effective Communication, Emotional Skills). Available Paperback and in
Leader
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Kindle. 2016
A brand new, easily digestible, but comprehensive resource.

4. Bell, Anthony, Great Leadership: What It Is, and What It Takes in a Complex
World. Nicholas Brealey, 2011.
For any current or aspiring leader looking to take charge of his or her growth, Great
Leadership traces leadership's evolution, pulling together the research and writings of such
eminent thinkers as Rosabeth Moss Kanter and Warren Bennis, Daniel Goleman and John
Kotter into a coherent and practical whole that makes complexity manageable and leadership
development as simple as possible. Bell introduces his Three Dimensions of Leadership
model and plenty of practical tools to help assess when and how to achieve greatness in
leading organizations, operations, and people. And integrating leader development with
organization development, he demonstrates clearly what results when leadership is
effectively practiced in its three main dimensions: employees align with the organization's
mission, commit their heart and soul to improving their productivity, and collectively
contribute to improving the corporate bottom line.

5. Bennis, Warren, On Becoming a Leader. Basic Books, 2009 (4th Ed).
"Managers do things right, leaders do the right things." In what has become regarded as a
classic on leadership, Bennis articulates four key strategies to help leaders do the right things.
The first is an ability to focus people's attention on a common vision. Second, leaders need to
create a sense of meaning about work through extensive communication. Third, leaders build
a genuine trust through tireless advocacy of a set of principles and values. Finally a leader
holds a strong belief in and awareness of him/herself, which naturally disposes others to
follow.

6. Bethanis, Susan J., Ed., Leadership Chronicles of a Corporate Sage: Five
Keys to Becoming a More Effective Leader. Dearborn Trade Publishing,
Chicago, 2004.
Presents a behind-the-scenes look at how executives become better leaders. Reviews the
transformation of a hard-driving, critical executive, to a powerful and compassionate leader,
and what he needed to learn to become a "corporate sage."

7. Blanchard, Ken, Fowler, Susan, and Hawkins, L., Leadership and the One
Minute Manager: Increasing Effectiveness Through Situational Leadership.
William Morrow & Co., New York, 2005.
This model is a classic and something that every leader needs to understand.

8. Burns, James McGregor, Transforming Leadership. Groove Press, 2004.
This classic work on leadership offers a nuanced discussion of varied leadership styles,
distinguishing between "transforming" and "transactional" leadership. Burns' notion of
"transforming" leadership has had enormous influence, and is the foundation for what has
become better known as "charismatic" leadership. Five hundred pages in length, the book
poses a substantial but rewarding challenge.

9. Bushe, Gervase, R., Clear Leadership: How Outstanding Leaders Make
Themselves Understood, Cut Through the Mush, and Help Everyone Get
Real. Nicholas Brealey, 2009.
Clear Leadership explores a fundamentally new way of thinking about people, human
interaction, and the very nature of leadership to create a climate in which people are willing
to speak and hear the truth, and workplace relationships are based on accurate understanding
- not fantasies, company lore, and unexamined assumptions.
Combating what the author calls interpersonal mush - a prevailing disorder that stifles
Leader
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learning, hampers collaborative teamwork, and closes down honest communication - Clear
Leadership details the skills that make partnership and leadership in groups possible: selfawareness, descriptiveness, curiosity, and appreciation. Using true-to-life stories, practical
exercises, and sample dialogues, Bushe identifies the barriers to truth telling and shows how
to overcome them; explains exactly what clear leadership is, why it's important, and how it
looks and sounds; and shows how to become more skilled at turning interpersonal clarity into
action.

10. Campbell, Scott and Samiec, Ellen, 5-D Leadership: Key Dimensions for
Leading in the Real World. Davies Black, Palo Alto, CA, 2006.
11. Carter, Louis, David Giber, Marshall Goldsmith, and Warren Bennis,
Linkage Inc.'s Best Practices in Leadership Development Handbook: Case
Studies, Instruments, Training. Pfeiffer, 2009.
12. Ciampa, Dan, "Almost Ready: How Leaders Move Up." Harvard Business
Review, January, 2005.
Some studies show that 40% of new CEO's fail in their first 18 months. This churn is on the
rise. Ciampa argues that top level succession is unique.

13. Ciulia, Joanne B., Ethics, the Heart of Leadership, Praeger, Westport Ct.,
2004.
14. Collins, Jim, Good to Great. Harper Business, New York, 2001.
Challenging the conventional wisdom, Collins argues that transforming a company from
merely good to truly great does not require a larger-than-life personality. Rather the essential
ingredient is having a "level 5" leader who blends personal humility with intense
professional will. The common characteristics of such leaders are humility, will, ferocious
resolve and the tendency to give credit to others while assigning blame to themselves. He
contrasts the turnaround successes of outwardly humble executives like Gillette's Colman
Mockler and Kimberly-Clark's Darwin Smith with those of larger-than-life leaders like Al
("chainsaw") Dunlap and Lee Iacocca, who courted personal celebrity. Collins is not clear
whether these traits can be learned. His argument is summarized in "Level 5 Leadership: The
Triumph of Humility and Fierce Resolve," (Harvard Business Review, January 2001, pp.6776).

15. Conant, D., & Norgaard, M., Touchpoints: Creating Powerful Leadership
Connections in the Smallest of Moments. Jossey-Bass, 2011.
16. Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly, Good Business: Leadership, Flow, and the Making
of Meaning. Penguin Books, London, England, 2004.
Csikszentmihalyi's work continues to influence because he has lead the "positive
psychology" field. He has good support for resiliency and flexibility.

17. Davy, Kyle, V., and Harris, Susan L., Value Redesigned: New Models for
Professional Practice. Greenway Communications, 2005.
This book is a comprehensive look at what leaders must do to create value, and handle the
"adaptive work" in transforming their organizations.

18. Elbin, Scott, The Next Level: What Insiders Know About Executive Success.
Nicholas Brealey, 2010.
Rising executives must understand that the strengths and actions that drove their career
progress at lower levels—such as technical prowess—will not necessarily sustain their
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success as executives. They need to adopt new behaviors and beliefs, and, more important,
let go of old ones. Eblin identifies nine sets of opposing behaviors that can make or break
new executives and describes how to handle them. To illustrate his points, he interviews 30
accomplished senior executives who offer candid, mentoring stories about breaking into the
executive ranks and what worked and didn't work for them.

19. Gallo, Amy, "Act Like a Leader Before You Are One," Harvard Business
Review, May 2, 2013
20. Gitomer, J., & Hersey, P., The Little Book of Leadership: The 12.5 Strengths
of Responsible, Reliable, Remarkable Leadership that Create Results,
Rewards, and Resilience. Wiley, 2011.
21. Goldsmith, Marshall, B.L. Kaye, et al., Learning Journeys: Top Management
Experts Share Hard-Earned Lessons on Becoming Great Mentors and
Leaders. Davies Black, Palo Alto, CA, 2000.
This edited volume contains personal stories from prominent management thinkers and
change agents, offering lessons reflecting key learning moments in their lives. The thirtyseven essays are rich in reflections on learning to lead, overcoming setbacks, becoming open
to change, mentoring and developing self-awareness. Each essay includes questions for
reflection to help readers apply the lessons learned to their own lives and careers. The book
also offers suggestions for using the stories in training workshops and ideas for making more
effective use of your own and others' stories in mentoring and leading.

22. Goman, Carol Kinsey, The Silent Language of Leaders. Jossey-Bass, San
Francisco, 2011.
Body language can help you build rapport, relationships, and trust, or it can hurt you as a
leader.

23. Greenleaf, Robert, Servant Leadership: A Journey into the Nature of
Legitimate Power and Greatness. Paulist Press, 2002.
If you can read only one book on leadership, this could be it. Greenleaf believes that great
leaders are primarily servants who are attuned to the needs and voices of those to be served.
This perspective puts great emphasis on the mindsets and skills that enable listening,
accepting and empathy. Although this orientation is presumed to naturally lead to effective
actions in any situation, Greenleaf pays particular attention to the role of trustees, and
discusses leadership not only in business but also in education, foundations, and churches.

24. Heider, John, The Tao of Leadership. Humanics Publishing Group, 2005.
25. Heifetz, Ronald A., and Laurie, Donald, "The Work of Leadership," Best of
HBR, December, 2001.
This article explains some of the best of Heifetz' theories, especially that of adaptive change's
emotional costs.

26. Heifetz, Ronald A., and Linsky, Marty, Leadership on the Line: Staying
Alive through the Dangers of Leading. Harvard Business School Press,
Boston, Mass., 2002.
This work, by two professors at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government, stresses the
dangers of leadership, offering practical advice on how to survive. For example, they
recommend "cooking the conflict" by creating a secure place where conflicts can freely
bubble up, and controlling the temperature to ensure that the conflict doesn't boil over. It also
calls attention to "the dangers within" – stressing the need to manage needs such as the desire
Leader
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for control and to be important. The authors reiterate Heifetz' metaphor of "going to the
balcony" to highlight the importance of stepping back and maintaining perspective. Key
points of this work are summarized in "A Survival Guide for Leaders" (Harvard Business
Review, June 2002, pp 65-75).

27. Heifetz, Ronald A., Leadership Without Easy Answers. Belknap Press, 1994.
Considered by many to be the definitive text on leadership, Heifetz lays out the perils and
solutions. In one of the most original and thoughtful works on leadership, Heifetz defines
leadership as mobilizing people to tackle tough problems ("adaptive" as opposed to
"technical" work). This approach contrasts with the notion that leaders should have a vision
and align people with it. Solutions lie in collective wisdom, not in leaders' minds. Heifetz
frames leadership as an activity, not a position. We are leaders only to the extent that we act,
and this can be done from any organizational (or societal) position. He describes the
widespread and "maladaptive" tendency to seek solutions from people in authority. Heifetz
draws examples widely from politics, business and medical practice. In a related article
("The Work of Leadership," Harvard Business Review, December, 2001 pp 131-140) Heifetz
and Donald Laurie offer six principles: "get on the balcony" (step back from the field of
action to see the context); "identify the adaptive challenges" (pinpoint how an organization's
value systems or methods of collaboration need to change); "regulate the inevitable distress"
(contain anxiety); "maintain disciplined attention" (address differences in employee habits
and beliefs); "give the work back to people" (let employees take initiative); and "protect the
voices of leadership" (encourage the voices from below).

28. Johnson, Chris, and Johnson, Matt, Capacity: Create Laser Focus, Boundless
Energy, and an Unstoppable Drive in Any Organization, Wiley, 2017.
29. Jaworski, Joseph, Synchronicity: The Inner Path of Leadership. BerrettKoehler, San Francisco, 2011.
30. Key, Mary, and Stearns, Dennis, CEO Rules: Right Focus, Right People,
Right Execution. Davies-Black, Palo Alto, CA, 2006.
Whether fighting off competitors or tackling time challenges that strain even the best
personal and business relationships, the 50 top private company CEOs profiled in CEO Road
Rules defined success on their own terms and moved from simple success to significance. No
longer satisfied with the external trappings of success, these CEOs found balance and
fulfillment in all areas of their lives while building a lasting legacy that has made a profound
difference to their employees, their friends and family, their community, and the world.

31. Kaipa, Prasad, and Radjou, Navi, From Smart to Wise: Acting and Leading
With Wisdom, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 2013.
Kaipa and Radjou identify six capabilities that all leaders, both smart and wise, share—
perspective, action orientation, role clarity, decision logic, fortitude and motivation. Wise
leaders optimize those (competencies). This gives a framework on how to do that , drawing
on real-life examples of great leaders.

32. Kouzes, James, M., and Barry Z. Posner, Credibility: How Leaders Gain and
Lose It, Why People Demand It. Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 2011.
The authors of The Leadership Challenge identify the cornerstone of effective leadership as
credibility. Six personal disciplines for attaining and maintaining one's credibility include
personal awareness, appreciation of one's constituents, affirming shared values, developing
the capacity of others, leading in the service of others, and keeping people's hopes alive.

Leader
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33. Kouzes, James M., Barry Z. Posner Learning Leadership: The Five
Fundamentals of Becoing an Exemplary Leader, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco,
2016.
Kouzes and Posner have written a new book that examines a fundamental question: How do
people learn leadership? How do they learn to become leaders?

34. Kouzes, James, M., and Barry Z. Posner, The Leadership Challenge. JosseyBass, San Francisco, 2008, Kindle, 2017.
Examining leadership as a relationship between leaders and followers, Kouzes and Posner
have a database of nearly 50,000 individual records to support their leadership theory. This
has become one of the more widely read books on leadership, partly through its associated
360 degree feedback tool, the Leadership Practices Inventory. It recommends five sets of
behaviors, all of which the authors believe contribute to effective leadership in most
situations: modeling the way, inspiring a shared vision, challenging the process, enabling
others to act, and encouraging the heart.

35. Lencioni, Patrick, The Four Obsessions of an Extraordinary Executive: A
Leadership Fable. Jossey Bass, San Francisco, CA 2000.
Lencioni tells a story of a CEO who understands the simplicity and power of creating a
healthy organization, and who then reveals the four disciplines to accomplish this.

36. Lomenick, Brad, and Burnett, Mark, H3 Leadership: Be Humble. Stay
Hungry. Always Hustle. Oct. 18, 2016
Provides a practical road map for implementing and living out twenty transformational habits
of a leader – now in paperback. Lomenick shares hard-earned
insights from more than two decades of work alongside thought-leaders such as Jim Colllins
and Malcom Gladwell, Fortune 550 CEOs, and start-up entrepreneurs. He categorizes
twenty essential leadership habits organizaed into three distinct filters he calls"the 3Hs":
Humble (Who am I?) , Hungry (Where do I want to go?) and Hustle (How Will I get there?) .

37. Maxwell, J., Good Leaders Ask Great Questions: Your Foundation for
Successful Leadership Available in Kindle, Hardcover, and Paperback,
2016.
This book shows how use of inquiry as suggested in coaching and communication can truly
grow your leadership.

38. Messick, David M. and Max H. Bazerman, "Ethical Leadership and the
Psychology of Decision Making." Sloan Management Review. Winter 1999,
Vol. 37, No 2, pp 9-14.
The authors argue that leaders can improve the ethical quality of their decisions by becoming
more aware of the three kinds of theories that underlie their decisions: theories they hold
about the world, about other people, and about themselves. The article is a good summary of
common fallacies in reasoning in each of these areas. For example, regarding "theories about
the world," we often underestimate the risk of low probability events and underestimate the
importance of chance. Regarding "theories of other people," we typically view those who are
like us more favorably than those who are not. And regarding "theories of ourselves," we
tend to take more responsibility than is justified for our successes and less for our failures.
We also tend to be unrealistically optimistic about our future relative to others, seeing
ourselves as immune to common risks. From this article it is easy to conclude not only that
holding more accurate theories in these domains can improve the quality of decision making

in ethical matters, but of decision making in general.

Leader
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39. Molinaro, Vince, The Leadership Contract: The Fine Print to Becoming an
Accountable Leader, John Wiley, 2016.
The Leadership Contract is the modern leader's handbook for organizational renewal.
Leaders are no longer "rulers," nor are they accidental—in today's business climate,
leadership is both a trait and a specific set of skills. It's about trust, commitment,
communication, and drive. This book shows you how to become the leader your
organization needs. You'll go beyond adopting the habits and practices of an effective
leader and actually put it in writing to establish a leadership contract that ensures the
success of your company.

40. Northouse, Peter G., Leadership: Theory and Practice. Sage Publications,
Thousand Oaks, CA, 2016 – Now available in Kindle.
This textbook is frequently used in undergraduate and business school classes on leadership.
It offers a comprehensive and objective summary of the historical trends in leadership theory,
providing an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches.

41. Rath, T., & Conchie, B., Strengths-Based Leadership. Gallup Press, 2009.
42. Scott, Kim, Radical Candor: Be a Kick-Ass Boss Without Losing Your
Humanity. Amazon, 2017
Scott uses her wide experience to provide clear and honest guidance on the fundamentals of
leading others: how to give (and receive) feedback, how to make smart decisions, how to
keep moving forward, and much more.

43. Wheatley, Margaret J., Finding Our Way: Leadership for an Uncertain Time.
Berrett-Koehler, 2007.
Wheatley demonstrates how perspectives about chaos, networks, and relationships as
described in new science, can be applied to organizations by good leaders. This book has
great applications for leaders of excellent theories.

44. Wooden, J., & Jamison, S., Wooden on Leadership: How to Create a
Winning Organization. McGraw-Hill, 2005.
45. Zenger, John H. and Joseph Folkman, The Extraordinary Leader: Turning
Good Managers into Great Leaders. McGraw Hill, 2009.
The authors aim to "solve the mystery of leadership" through analysis of 200,000 responses
to 360 degree feedback questionnaires to understand what people see as "great leaders." They
offer evidence that leadership makes a difference in bottom line results and that the impact of
great leaders is dramatically higher than that of good ones, justifying substantial investment
in helping managers make this transition. Their research leads them to identify five core
competencies for successful leadership: character, personal capability, interpersonal skills,
focus on results, and leading organizational change.

46. Zenger, John H., Folkman, Joseph, Edinger, Scott, "Making Yourself
Indispensable," Harvard Business Review, Oct. 1, 2011.
Peter Drucker and other leadership thinkers have long argued that leaders should focus on
strengthening their strengths. How should they do that? Improving on a weakness is pretty
easy and straightforward: you can make measurable progress by honing and practicing basic
techniques. But developing a strength is a different matter, because simply doing more of
what you're good at will yield only incremental improvements. If you are strong technically,
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becoming even more of a technical expert won't make you a dramatically better leader. If,
however, you use what the authors call "nonlinear development"-similar to an athlete's crosstraining-you can achieve exponential results. Your technical expertise will become more
powerful if, for instance, you build on your communication skills, enabling you to explain
technical problems both more broadly and more effectively. The authors, present a step-bystep process by which developing leaders can identify their strengths (through either a formal
or an informal 360-degree evaluation), select appropriate complementary skills (the article
identifies six to 10 for each core strength), and develop those skills to dramatically improve
their strengths, making themselves uniquely valuable to their companies.

VIDEO INSIGHTS
These clips vary in length and how they will support your skill
building. We recommend trying them all at least once.

1. "How Great Leaders Inspire Action" TED Talk by Simon Sinek.
http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_
action.html
2. "Great Leadership Starts with Self-leadership," Lars Sudmann, 2016
https://youtu.be/vlpKyLklDDY
3. "Lead Simply"
https://youtu.be/1eF9sb4ovF8
4. "John Wooden on True Success" TED Talk by John Wooden.
www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/john_wooden_on_the_difference_between_win
ning_and_success.html
5. "How to Start a Movement" TED Talk by Derek Sivers.
www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/derek_sivers_how_to_start_a_movement.html
6. "Perspectives on Leadership" Lt. Col (Ret.) Henry Thompson on Leadership.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=np_C9jcCZDI&feature=email
7. "George Washington" Podcast on how George Washington's leadership
changed the world.
http://www.values.com/inspirational-audio-stories/12-George-Washington
8. "Talking Leadership with Coach K" Interview with Coach K.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBLEojrBlQU
9. "Leadership Skills, How Do You Develop Leadership Skills?"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&list=PL6C79B0
70AA19C0D5&v=stBqdeHS9Yk
10. "Colin Powell's 13 Rules of Leadership"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cvve55FDaU&index=5&list=PL6C79B070AA19C0D5
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11. "Daniel Goleman: The Leader's Brain with Dr. Daniel Siegel,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sjNdM1lMVU&list=PL6C79B070AA1
9C0D5
12. "John Maxwell: Law of Leadership,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70skQqbGtPs&list=PL6C79B070AA19
C0D5
13. "Be a Better Leader, Have a Richer Life,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL2F439D76CA9603F6&feature=play
er_detailpage&v=doHNHxD0_DU
14. "Social Intelligence and Leadership,'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Qv0o1oh9f4&list=PL2F439D76CA960
3F6
15. "Developing the CEO Within You,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6taNjZCzQ1I&list=PL2F439D76CA960
3F6
16. "What is Personal Leadership Brand?"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6taNjZCzQ1I&list=PL2F439D76CA960
3F6
17. "Leadership Brand,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytMnD853cTs&list=PL2F439D76CA96
03F6
18. "How Great Leaders Serve Others,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=DLRH5J_93
LQ
19. "The Rarest Commodity is Leadership Without Ego: Bob Davids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=UQrPVmcgJ
Jk
20. "Adaptive Leadership: Leading Change,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=af-cSvnEExM
21. "The Five Levels of Leadership: John Maxwell,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=aPwXeg8Th
WI
22. "Simon Sinek: Why Leaders Eat Last,"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=ReRcHdeUG
9Y
23. "Everyday Leadership,"
https://youtu.be/HR2UnsOuKxo
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WEBSITES
1. www.greenleaf.org
The Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership is a great place to begin looking at websites on
the subject. Hosted by Robert Greenleaf it gives great support to those who need more
knowledge and understanding.

2. www.harttconsultinggroup.com
The Leader Immersion Toolkit: Over 30 tools for assessing gaps, stakeholder analysis, key
conversations, building strategic relationships, setting goals, leading change, identifying
talent and building your team. A great companion to The Skill Kit for Leaders.

3. www.pfdf.org
Leader to Leader – a quarterly publication and leadership resource portal of the Drucker
Foundation & Jossey-Bass.

4. www.theinquiryprocess.com
A fundamental site for looking at how leaders need to "step out of their own shoes."

5. www.leadershipbeacon.com
An online source for expert information on leadership topics. Online seminars are available
as well.

DVDS AND MEDIA
1. "FISH! for Leaders." Media Partners, (800)-408-5657, http://www.mediapartners.com/leadership/fish_for_leaders.htm
2. "Leadership: Reach for the Stars." Coastal AMI, (888) 202-8345,
www.coastalami.com
Everyone can become a consistent and effective leader by inculcating the right characteristics
and behaviors.

3. "Leadershift." Joel Barker, CRM Learning, 800-421-0833, www.crm.com

The concept of leadership is changing. Five lessons for leaders in the 21st Century explore
these shifts and offer five concepts that will improve the performance of any leader.

4. "The Leadership Pickles." Coastal AMI (888) 202-8345,
www.coastalami.com
5. "The Leadership Challenge": 3rd edition DVD set
file:///Users/dianefoster/Desktop/Work/Working%20Set/2014%20SKL%20p
roduction/Leader%20Role/leadership_challenge_thirdeditionDVDset.aspx.html
The Leadership Challenge Third Edition DVD based on the acclaimed work of Kouzes &
Posner. This new edition of The Leadership Challenge Video features up-to-date footage of
Jim and Barry reflecting on The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership model and their
30+ years of research behind it.
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CASE STUDIES
Case study #1: Focus on solving problems, not getting promoted
In late 2010, after ten years at Citi, a woman was promoted to managing director.
She reached this executive position by continuously challenging herself — and by
making the most of each of her previous roles. "I've never been concerned with my
title. When I thought an assignment was a stretch, I took it," she explains. "When I
applied for my previous position, the job carried the title 'project manager.' But after
my first conversation with the manager, I knew it was a position that would require
complex leadership skills and challenge me, so I accepted the job."

In each role, she embraced additional responsibilities without being asked. "I
make an effort to volunteer and raise my hand where I see a need. I started
taking on the responsibility of managing director with the hope that if I
performed well, the title would come." And her bosses have always respected
this approach. "I rarely walk into my manager's office and say I want to talk
about my career or my next promotion. I walk in and say here's a problem and
here's how we might address it," she says.
Case study #2: Take any leadership opportunity you can get
a co-founder of a tech start-up that makes software for digital advertising
companies, spent most of his early career in roles with lots of responsibility,
but not much authority. "I held a number of positions where I felt I had a great
deal of influence, but I was never the one calling the shots," he says.
Still he worked hard, hoping to someday move up the ladder. "I've always
tried to be the kind of employee that the boss never has to worry about," he
explains. He focused on doing the best he could in whatever role he had, and
always raised his hand for projects. He also looked for opportunities to
exercise leadership outside of the office. In 2004, he started a nonprofit in
Baltimore. "It was a great laboratory," he says. "It allowed me to practice
being a leader."
Then, last year, he and his partner co-founded the tech company. All of Mike's
preparation had paid off. In fact, the company received $1 million in seed
funding this past month. "I always knew I wanted to be where I am now: I am
hiring employees and creating a wonderful place to work."
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QUICK TIPS ON BECOMING A LEADER
1. Envision yourself as a leader and taking that kind of responsibility and
influencing others.
2. Make sure your performance is "out of the park" in terms of delivering
results.
3. Seize leadership opportunities whenever they come up, no matter how small.
4. Help your boss be more successful by executing on her/his priorities.
5. Take on a task that no one else is doing or paying attention to.
6. Don't try to exert authority when you don't have it.
7. Focus on what your team wants to accomplish instead of putting yourself
first.
8. Practice "humble confidence," with solid self-assurance but showing
appropriate modesty in your work and what you are doing.
9. Engage in a two-way conversation with your boss about what s/he feels is
best for the company in a fashion that allows you to cautiously share your
ideas without threatening the boss with your aspirations.
10. Find good role models for leadership and study what they do.
11. Build good networks of relationships. Remember that "It's not who you
know, but it's who knows you!"
12. Treat every situation as an opportunity to demonstrate your value and your
knowledge of the business.
"To lead people, walk beside them ... As for the best leaders, the people do not
notice their existence. The next best, the people honor and praise. The next, the
people fear; and the next, the people hate ... When the best leader's work is
done the people say, 'We did it ourselves!' "
Lao-Tsu
"The task of leadership is not to put greatness into people, but to elicit
it, for the greatness is there already."
John Buchan
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"Management is efficiency in climbing the ladder of success;
leadership determines whether the ladder is leaning against the right
wall."
Stephen Covey
"The price of greatness is responsibility."

Winston Churchill

"Great leaders are almost always great simplifiers, who can cut
through argument, debate, and doubt to offer a solution everybody can
understand."
General Colin Powell
"Leaders aren't responsible for the results. They are responsible for
the people, who are responsible for the results." Simon Sinek
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Leadership: One, Two, Three
We gave a talk the other day
And this is what we had to say
Just follow these steps, one, two, three
You'll be amazed at what you see
Your company will grow and grow
Investors will adore you so
Your bottom line will be the tops
As workers pull out all the stops
Got bad morale? Now don't despair it
Our three steps will fast repair it
Or flagging sales? Just listen here
Steps one through three will make them dear
Three simple steps, that's all it takes
Just follow them for goodness sakes
They're all a leader has to do
Your company depends on you
But if you don't, then be forewarned
You'll suffer woes, be roundly scorned
Employees will detest their bosses
Investors will lament their losses
And customers will run away
Competitors will have their day
Your efforts will have been in vain
Your brand will go right down the drain
So use our steps and be the first
Get out in front, watch profits burst
It's so simple, forget your fears
You'll be extolled for years and years
What are the steps? Okay we'll list them
Have pen in hand or else you'll miss them
But just in case you're not prepared
Initially, you might feel scared
Don't fret, it's normal to react
These steps are new, and might seem whacked
Don't let their novelty off-put you
Trust the process and they'll suit you
With that preamble, now we're free
To list our steps one, two and three

Step one is simple, but never easy
It's "Trust your people", does that sound cheesy?
Let them fall and never blame them
Ask "what'd you learn", but never flame them
Trust creates conditions where
Your people's brilliance comes to bear
On every opportunity
So trust your people, watch and see
Step two is harder, but worth the ends
It's "Treat your folks as your best friends"
Pay attention, be of service
Lend a hand when they are nervous
We all can tell when others care
And when they don't, then we won't dare
To take the risk to be ourselves
We leave our best upon the shelves
Step three, it is the hardest one
So listen up, and we'll be done
It's "Speak your truth with humility,
Stay open to what others see"
This step has power, but it won't fly
Without steps one and two nearby
And all together, steps one two three
Will generate results you'll see
So heed this call, you won't regret it
Reread this verse and don't forget it
Fasten your seat belt, enjoy the ride
And take your new success in stride
And by the way, these steps are true
For everyone, including you
So trust yourself, be your best friend,
Speak truth inside and do attend
For you'll be lost if you don't start
With what's inside, your mind, your heart
Good luck, dear leader, staying true
To these three steps, our gift to you
~ M. L. Voorsanger

